
INITIAL PREPARATION:
IMPORTANT: Prior to leveling the mowing deck,
perform the following steps:

1). Check the tire pressure. All tires will be approxi-
mately 12 PSI.

2). Place the rider on a level surface.

3). Depress and lock the parking brake.

4). Raise the hood and remove the grass bag
assembly and discharge chute.

5). Remove the spark plug wire from the spark plug
and lower the hood.

6). Raise the cutting height adjustment lever to the
highest position.

7). Locate both lower "T" links and extension springs
that secure the rear deck hangers to the pivot
link assemblies.

8). Make certain the lower "T" links are mounted to
the rider correctly. See figure 1.

Deck Leveling

FIGURE 1.

FRONT TO REAR LEVELING ADJUSTMENT:
IMPORTANT: The front of the mowing deck will
be between 1/4 and 3/8" lower in the front than
the rear of the deck.

1). Using a work glove or rag, rotate the mowing
blade until it is parallel with the rider frame. See
figure 2.

FIGURE 2.

2). Depress and lock the deck pedal assembly.

3). Measure the front blade tip to ground.

4). Measure the rear blade tip to ground.

5). The front blade tip will be 1/4 to 3/8" lower than
the rear blade tip. If not, perform the following
adjustments:

6). Loosen both jam nuts that are directly on top of
the center deck ferrules using a 3/4" wrench.
See figure 3.

FIGURE 3.

Top Jam Nut
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FIGURE 4.

8). Raise or lower the mowing deck assembly by
tightening or loosening the jam nuts that are
directly on top of the center deck ferrules, until
the proper measurement (front to back) has been
achieved. Refer to figure 3.

9). Tighten both middle jam nuts that are directly
below the center deck ferrules using a 3/4"
wrench.

10). Release the deck pedal assembly

SIDE TO SIDE LEVELING ADJUSTMENT:
1). Using a work glove or rag, rotate the mowing

blade until it is perpendicular to the rider frame.
See figure 5.

FIGURE 5.

7). Loosen the middle jam nuts that are directly
below the center deck ferrules until they bottom
out on top of the mowing deck jam nuts using a
3/4" wrench. See figure 4.

Middle
Jam Nut

2). Depress and lock the deck pedal assembly.

3). Measure the right blade tip to ground.

4). Measure the left blade tip to ground.

5). The right blade tip will be equal to the left blade
tip. If not, perform the following steps:

6). Loosen both jam nuts that are directly on top of
the center deck ferrules using a 3/4" wrench.
Refer to figure 3.

7). Loosen the middle jam nuts that are directly
below the center deck ferrules until they bottom
out on top of the mowing deck jam nuts using a
3/4" wrench. Refer to figure 4.

8). Identify which side of the mowing deck needs to
be raised or lowered to achieve the correct mea-
surements.

9). Locate and adjust the jam nuts that are directly
on top of the center ferrules until the deck is
leveled out. Refer to figure 3.

REMEMBER: The front to back adjustment will
be altered if both jam nuts are altered.

10). Tighten both middle jam nuts that are directly
below the center deck ferrules using a 3/4"
wrench.

11). Release the deck pedal assembly.

12). Reconnect the spark plug wire to the spark plug.

13). Reinstall the discharge chute and grass bag
assembly.

14). Lower the hood and test for a level cut.
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TESTING THE BRAKES:
1). Release the parking brake and place the rider in

neutral.

2). Depress the brake pedal and try to roll the rider.

NOTE: If the tractor moves, perform the following
steps:

BRAKE ADJUSTMENT AT THE TRANSMISSION:
1). Standing on the right side of the rider, locate the

brake cable under the front housing.

2). Follow the brake cable forward to the front chan-
nel assembly. See figure 1.

Brake Adjustment

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.Brake Cable

Front Channel
Assembly

Rear Jam Nut

3). Locate and loosen the brake cable adjustment
jam nuts using two 1/2" wrenches.

4). By hand, loosen the rear jam nut (closest to the
deck) until it bottoms out on the threaded cable
end.

5). Slide the brake cable forward until the rear jam
nut is flush with the back side of the front
channel assembly.

6). By hand, tighten the front jam nut to the front of
the front channel assembly. See figure 2.

Front
Jam Nut

FIGURE 3.

7). Tighten both jam nuts using two 1/2" wrenches.

8). Locate the locking hex nut that secures the brake
actuation arm to the brake assembly on the
transmission. See figure 3.

9). Loosen (DO NOT REMOVE) the locking hex nut
using a 1/2" wrench. See figure 3.

3 - 3
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FIGURE 4.

10). Slide an .011" feeler gauge between the brake
disc and the brake puck. See figure 4.

11). Tighten the locking hex nut until the .011" feeler
gauge is snug. See figure 4.

12). Remove the .011" feeler gauge.

13). Test for proper brake adjustment using  the
TESTING THE BRAKES section.

PERIODIC BRAKE ADJUSTMENT:
1). Lock the parking brake and turn the ignition key

off.

2). Pivot the hood up and remove the spark plug
wire from the spark plug.

3). Lower the hood.

4). From the right side of the rider, locate the brake
cable under the front housing.

5). Follow the brake cable forward to the front
channel assembly.

6). Locate and loosen the brake cable adjustment
jam nuts using two 1/2" wrenches. Refer to
figures 1 and 2.

7). Loosen the front jam nut several turns.

8). Grasp the brake cable with your left hand from
the rear of the front channel assembly and gently
pull rearward.

9). Tighten the rear jam nut (clockwise) one
complete rotation at a time using a 1/2" wrench.
Between rotation, try to roll the rider. Refer to
figure 1.

10). When the rider no longer rolls, hand  tighten the
front jam nut to the front of  the front channel
assembly. Refer to figure 2.

11). Tighten both jam nuts using two 1/2" wrenches.

12). Unlock the parking brake and roll the  rider
several feet on flat ground to make  certain the
brakes are not too tight.

13). Repeat the TESTING THE BRAKES  section and
make certain all hardware is  secure.

14). Pivot the hood up, reconnect the spark plug wire,
and pivot the hood down.
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3). Remove the spark plug wire from the spark plug.

4). Depress the blade engagement pedal 3/4" from
the starting position. See figure 2.

NOTE: Use a tape measure from the original
starting point of the engagement pedal.

FIGURE 2.

5). Take hold of the deck engagement belt and try to
pull it forward or backward.  See figure 3.

FIGURE 3.

NOTE: If the belt is slipping through the deck
pulley and engagement flat idler,  perform the fol-
lowing steps:

6). Release the blade engagement pedal.

7). Locate and loosen the hex jam nuts that secure
the threaded end of the deck cable to the deck
cable bracket using two 1/2" wrenches. See
figure 4.

FIGURE 4.

8). Adjust the deck cable to the proper specifications
and secure the hex jam nuts using two 1/2"
wrenches.

9). Test the blade engagement pedal for proper
adjustment by performing steps 4 and 5.

NOTE: Make certain the deck belt has a maxi-
mum deflection of 1/2" off center when the blade
engagement pedal is fully  depress. 

3/4"

• •

Pul
l

IMPORTANT: The deck belt will begin to engage
when the blade engagement pedal is depressed
3/4" from the original starting position.

1). Lower the mowing deck to the lowest cutting
position.

2). Raise the hood and remove the grass bag
assembly. See figure 1.

Blade Brake/ PTO Adjustment

FIGURE 1.
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Speed Control Pedal Adjustment
INITIAL SPEED CONTROL PEDAL ADJUSTMENT
WITH NEW BELTS:

NOTE: This section is performed with new belts
ONLY.

1). Lock the parking brake and turn the ignition key
"OFF".

2). Pivot the hood up and remove the spark plug
wire from the spark plug.

3). Lower the hood.

4). From the right side of the rider, locate the
variable drive cable under the front housing.

5). Follow the variable drive cable forward to the
front channel assembly.

6). Locate and loosen the variable drive cable
adjustment jam nuts using two 1/2" wrenches.
See figures 1 and 2.

7). By hand, loosen the rear jam nut (closest to the
deck) until it bottoms out on the threaded cable
end. See figure 1.

8). By hand, tighten the front jam nut until the
threaded cable end is exposed 3/4 to 7/8" past
the front face of the front jam nut. See figure 2.

9). By hand, tighten the rear jam nut (clockwise)
until it is snug up against the rear of the front
channel assembly. See figure 1.

10). Tighten both jam nuts using two 1/2" wrenches.

11). Release the parking brake.

12). Apply 10 pounds of force to the variable pedal
assembly with a fish scale. See figure 3.

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

Rear Jam Nut
Variable

Drive Cable

3/4" to 7/8"

Front
Jam Nut

FIGURE 3.

10 lbs.

13). From the back of the rider, locate the oval frame
extrusion directly behind the engine.

14). Looking down through the oval extrusion, locate
the head of the weld pin (belt keeper) on the idler
bracket assembly.

15). With a partner applying 10 pounds of force to the
variable pedal assembly, measure the distance
between the edge of the weld pin head and the
right inside edge of the oval extrusion.
–The measurement will be between 1.60" and
1.65". See figure 4.
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IF ADDITIONAL SPEED CONTROL ADJUSTMENT
IS NEEDED, PERFORM THE FOLLOWING STEPS:

IMPORTANT: DO NOT perform adjustment
while the rider is running.

NOTE: Inspect both variable drive belts before
performing this adjustment.

1). Place the rider on level ground and make certain
the parking brake is NOT applied.

2). Raise the hood, remove one of the wiring
harness female connectors from the seat switch,
and lower the hood. See figure 5.

FIGURE 4.

3). Raise the rear wheels of the rider off the ground.

4). From the right side of the rider, locate the
variable drive cable under the front housing.

5). Follow the variable drive cable forward to the
front channel assembly.

6). Locate and loosen the variable drive cable
adjustment jam nuts using two 1/2" wrenches.
Refer to figures 1 and 2.

FIGURE 5.

7). By hand, loosen the front jam nut several full
turns. See figure 6.

1.60" to 1.65"
• •

Female
Connector

FIGURE 6.

8). Mark a line at any point on the back face of the
rear jam nut. See figure 7.

FIGURE 7.

9). Grasp the variable drive cable with your left hand
from the rear of the front channel assembly and
gently pull rearward.

10). Looking at the line that was marked on the rear
jam nut, tighten the rear jam nut 1 complete rota-
tion (clockwise) using a 1/2" wrench. 

11). "START" the rider.

12). Place the shift lever in the forward position.

13). Make certain the variable drive pedal is fully
released.

Front Jam Nut

Mark Rear
Jam Nut
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FIGURE 9.

FIGURE 10.

17). Tighten both jam nuts using two 1/2" wrenches.

18). "START" the rider.

19). Depress and release the variable pedal assem-
bly several times.

20). Fully release the variable pedal assembly and
make certain the rear wheels are not trying to
rotate.

NOTE: If the rear wheels try to move at all, shut
the rider "OFF" and back the rear jam nut off 1
full rotation.

21). IMPORTANT: Raise the hood, connect the
wiring harness female connector (removed
earlier) to the seat switch, and lower the hood.

TEST RUN AND ADJUST IF NECESSARY.

14). Look at the rear tire assemblies and check for
motion. 

NOTE: If any motion is present, shut "OFF" the
rider and proceed to step 15. 

NOTE: If there is NO motion, shut "OFF" the
rider and repeat steps 9 through 14.

15). Looking at the line that was marked on the rear
jam nut, loosen the rear jam nut 2 complete rota-
tions using a 1/2" wrench. See figure 8.

FIGURE 8.

Mark Rear
Jam Nut

16). By hand, tighten the front jam nut to the front of
the front channel assembly. See figure 9.
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Steering Adjustment
IMPORTANT: The front tires should have a
"TOE-IN" between 1/16" and 5/16" to allow the
unit to track properly.

1). Check the tire pressure in the front tires and make
certain that they are at approximately 12 PSI.

2). Place the unit on level ground.

3). Place the steering wheel in the straight forward
position. See figure 1.

NOTE: Make certain the tires are running parallel
with the frame.

FIGURE 1.
4). In front of the axle, measure the distance hori-

zontally from the inside of the left rim, to the
inside of the right rim. See figure 2.

FIGURE 2.
5). From behind the axle, measure the distance hori-

zontally from the inside of the left rim, to the
inside of the right rim.

6). The measurement taken in front of the axle
should be between 1/16" and 5/16" less than the
measurement taken behind the axle. If not, per-
form the following steps:

FIGURE 3.

Right 
Ball Joint

Steering
Segment

7). Remove the hex nut securing the right ball joint
to the steering segment gear using a 1/2" and a
9/16 wrench. 

NOTE: Do not lose the lock washer. See figure
3.

8). Remove the hex nut securing the left ball joint to
the steering segment gear using a 1/2" and a
9/16 wrench. 
NOTE: Do not lose the lock washer.

9). Remove both ball joints from both tie rods using
a 1/2" wrench.

10). Place the left and right tire assemblies in the
straight forward position.

11). Set the toe-in for the rim assemblies to the proper
measurements as described in steps 4, 5, and 6.

12). Thread the right hand ball joint onto the right
hand tie rod until the mounting hole in the steer-
ing segment gear lines up with the ball joint stud.
NOTE: Count the number of turns the ball joint
rotates onto the tie rod. The number of rotations
will be equal to the left side.

13). Secure the right hand ball joint to the steering
segment gear with the hex nut removed earlier
using a 1/2" and a 9/16 wrench.
NOTE: Make certain the lock washer is between
the ball joint and the steering segment gear.

14). Install the left hand ball joint to the tie rod and
steering segment gear performing steps 12 and
13.
NOTE: Make certain the same number of rota-
tions are used for the left ball joint as the right
ball joint. 
IMPORTANT: Test the steering assembly for
excessive tolerances. Make certain all the hard-
ware is secure.

3 - 9
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1). Lower the deck to the lowest cutting position.

2). Raise the hood and remove the grass bag
assembly and discharge chute. See figure 1.

7). Release the deck pedal assembly.

8). Loosen the hex nut that secures the flat idler
pulley to the idler bracket using a 9/16 wrench
and a 9/16 socket. See figure 3.

Removal and Installation of the Deck Belt

FIGURE 1.

3). Fully depress the deck pedal assembly and lock
it down.

4). Remove both hex washer self tapping screws
from the deck belt cover using a 1/2" socket. 

5). Remove the top hex nut and lock washer from
the idler bracket pivot screw using a 1/2" socket. 

6). Remove the deck belt cover from the deck
assembly. See figure 2.

NOTE: The deck belt must be engaged during
deck belt cover installation. The belt keeper pin
must not interfere with the deck belt.

FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 3.

9). Raise the cutting deck to the highest cutting posi-
tion.

10). Remove the deck belt from the flat idler pulley
and the deck spindle pulley. See figure 4.

FIGURE 4.

11). Remove the self tapping washer head hex screw
that secures the left side of the half circle belt
keeper to the frame using a 3/8 socket. See
figure 5.

NOTE: The self tapping washer head hex screw
is directly to the right of the front transmission
support bracket.
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12). Loosen the hex nut and lock washer that secures
the right side of the half circle belt keeper to the
frame using a 7/16 socket and a 6" extension.
See figure 6.

NOTE: You must come in from the rear of the
rider to access the hex nut and lock washer.

FIGURE 5. FIGURE 6.

13). Remove the deck belt from the rider.

REINSTALL THE NEW DECK BELT IN THE
REVERSE ORDER.

Self Tapping Screw

YARD BUG

NOTE: Prior to deck removal, perform deck belt
removal.

1). Locate and loosen the hex jam nuts that secure
the threaded end of the deck cable to the deck
cable bracket using two 1/2" wrenches. See
figure 1.

Removal and Installation of the Mowing Deck Assembly

FIGURE 1.

2). Remove the cotter pin and flat washer that
secures the deck cable eyelit to the brake brack-
et pin. 

3). Remove the deck cable eyelit from the brake
bracket pin. See figure 2.

FIGURE 2.

Eyelit

Cotter Pin

Flat
Washer

Hex Nut
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4). Remove both front deck extension springs from
the front channel assembly. See figure 3.

NOTE: The use of a 2 foot piece of recoil rope
can be used for spring removal.

FIGURE 3.

5). Remove both of the clevis pins, flat washers, and
hairpin clips that secure the deck stabilizer brack-
et to the front channel assembly. See figure 4.

FIGURE 4.

6). Remove both hairpin clips that secure the center
deck ferrules to the lift link assembly. See figure 5.

Hairpin

Washer

Clevis
Pin

FIGURE 5.

Hairpin

Hairpin

NOTE: Both center deck ferrules are secured to
the lift link assembly from the left. Also, there are
two flat washers between the ferrules and the lift
link assembly. See figure 6.

FIGURE 6.

7). Remove both small hairpin clips and flat washers
that secure the rear deck support pins to the
lower "T" links. See figure 7.

Flat Washer
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FIGURE 7.

8). Remove the mowing deck assembly. 

INSTALL THE MOWING DECK ASSEMBLY IN THE
REVERSE ORDER ABOVE.

Hairpin

Flat Washer

FIGURE 1.

NOTE: The upper and lower drive belts are
identical.

LOWER DRIVE BELT:
1). From behind the rider, pull the spring loaded "V"

idler towards the right frame rail and release the
lower drive belt downward. See figure 1.

2). Slowly release the "V" idler to the left frame rail.

3). Roll the lower drive belt down and off of the
variable-speed pulley assembly. See figure 2.

Removal and Replacement of the Drive Belts

Pull
FIGURE 2.

4). Take hold of the lower drive belt and push it
forward, up, and off of the transmission pulley.
Pull it back towards the rear of the rider. 

INSTALL THE LOWER DRIVE BELT IN THE
REVERSE ORDER ABOVE.

Variable
Speed Pulley
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UPPER DRIVE BELT:
NOTE: Prior to removing the upper drive belt, it
is necessary to remove the lower drive belt. See
figure 3.

FIGURE 3.

1). Remove the hex screw and lock washer that
secures the engine pulley to the engine crankshaft
using a 5/8 socket. See figure 4.

FIGURE 4.

2). Slowly lower the engine pulley until the lower
pulley is clear of the half circle belt keeper. See
figure 5.

FIGURE 5.

NOTE: The drive belt must be moved to the right
to keep it from catching the top of the transmis-
sion pulley.       

3). Remove the deck belt from the lower engine
pulley.

4). Push up on the upper drive belt and roll it off of
the upper engine pulley.

5). Lower the engine pulley from the rider. See
figure 6.

NOTE: Make certain that the square key is in the
crankshaft during reassembly.

FIGURE 6.

6). Remove the upper drive belt from idler pulleys on
the idler bracket and the crankshaft.

7). Roll the upper drive belt down and out of the
variable-speed pulley assembly.

INSTALL THE UPPER DRIVE BELT IN THE
REVERSE ORDER ABOVE.

Keyway
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Transmission Removal and Installation
NOTE: Prior to transmission removal, perform
lower drive belt removal.

1). Raise the hood up and remove the grass bag
assembly.

2). Lower the cutting height adjustment lever to the
lowest position. See figure 1.

FIGURE 1.

3). Raise the rear wheels off the ground. See figure
2.

FIGURE 2.

4). Remove both hub caps from the rear wheel
assemblies using a flat blade screw driver.

5). Remove the hex screws and bell washers that
secure the rear wheel assemblies to the trans-
mission axles using a 1/2" socket and a 6" exten-
sion.

6). Remove the rear wheel assemblies from the
rider.

NOTE: Make certain the rear axles are greased
during reassembly. See figure 3.

FIGURE 3.

7). Remove both hex washer head self tapping
screws that secure the transmission support
bracket to the transmission using a 3/8 socket.
See figure 4.

NOTE: Torque the hex washer head self tapping
screws between 90 and110 in-lbs. during
installation.

FIGURE 4.

Self Tapping
Screws
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8). Remove the hex nut and lock washer from the
shift lever cap screw using two 1/2" wrenches.
See figure 5.

FIGURE 5.

NOTE: During reinstallation remove the cotter
pin securing the shift lever assembly to the trans-
mission. Secure the shift lever assembly to the
frame before reinstalling the transmission. See
figure 6.

FIGURE 7.

9). Loosen (DO NOT REMOVE) the locking hex nut
that secures the brake actuation arm to the brake
assembly using a 1/2" wrench. See figure 7.

FIGURE 6.

NOTE: Perform the BRAKE ADJUSTMENT sec-
tion during reassembly.

10). Pull the brake actuation arm forward and remove
the brake cable spring from the brake actuation
arm. See figure 8.

FIGURE 8.

Locking Hex Nut

11). Remove all four self tapping hex screws that
secure the transmission to the frame using a 1/2"
socket.

12). Slide the transmission slowly to the rear  and
remove the shift cable "Z" fittings  from the shift
lever. See figure 9.

1/2" Wrenches
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13). Remove the transmission from the rider.

INSTALL THE TRANSMISSION IN THE REVERSE
ORDER ABOVE.

FIGURE 9.

“Z” Fitting

“Z” Fitting

Transmission Disassembly
1). Set the transmission on a work bench with the

transmission pulley facing up.

2). Remove the cotter pin securing the shift lever to
the shift fork assembly using needle nose pliers.
See figure 1.

FIGURE 1.

3). Place a "C" clamp over the transmission pulley
and tighten it down on the flat area of the pulley.

4). Rotate the "C" clamp until it rests up against the
upper transmission housing.

5). Loosen the hex jam nut securing the transmis-
sion pulley to the input shaft using a 7/8 socket.

6). Remove the hex jam nut, belleville washer, and
transmission pulley from the input shaft. See
figure 2.

FIGURE 2.

Cotter Pin

7). Loosen and remove all of the hex washer head
self tapping screws that secure the upper and
lower transmission housings together using a 3/8
socket.

NOTE: The two longest hex washer head self
tapping screws secure the brake area.

8). Remove the upper transmission housing. See
figure 3.

FIGURE 3.
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FIGURE 4.

NOTE: The transmission assembly has been
cleaned out for clarity. See figure 4.

FIGURE 5.

12). Disassemble and inspect all components  of the
upper drive shaft assembly. See figure 6.

FIGURE 6.

13). Place the upper transmission housing flat on the
bench with the input shaft facing up.

14). Remove the wire ring, "E"-clip, and flat  washer
from the input shaft.

NOTE: There may be an additional shim washer
on the input shaft to alleviate excessive toler-
ances.

15). Lift the upper transmission housing and remove
the input shaft.

16). Remove the thrust washer from the input  shaft.

17). The input pinion can be separated from  the input
shaft by removing the  retaining ring. See figure
7.

FIGURE 7.

18). Clean all components of the transmission
assembly.

9). Remove the differential assembly. See figure 5.

10). Remove the shift fork, detent ball, and spring.
See figure 5.

11). Remove the upper drive shaft assembly. See
figure 5.

Differential
Assembly

Shift Fork
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Transmission Reassembly
1). Inspect the needle bearings in the upper trans-

mission housing.

2). Inspect the input shaft and pinion.

3). Apply never seez to the input shaft.

4). Slide the thrust washer over the input shaft.

5). Slide the input shaft up through the needle bear-
ings in the upper transmission housing.

6). Slide the flat washer over the input shaft.

7). Install the "E" ring and wire ring on to the input
shaft.

8). Make certain the input shaft does not have
excessive tolerance by placing two feeler gauges
between the flat washer and the upper transmis-
sion housing. See figure 1.

NOTE: The tolerance will be between .006" and
.015". If not, place shim washers between the flat
washer and the upper transmission housing.

9). Rotate the upper transmission housing 180
degrees and set it on the bench with the input
pinion facing up.

10). Inspect all components of the upper drive shaft
assembly.

11). Apply never seez to the drive shaft.

12). Grasp the short end of the drive shaft with your
right hand.

13). Slide the thrust washer, bevel gear with large
inner diameter hole, clutch collar, bevel gear with
small inner diameter hole, flat washer, and short
flange bearing over the long end of the drive
shaft. See figure 2.

FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 2.

14). Holding the assembly in your left hand, slide the
flat washer, long flange bearing, and brake disc
over the short end of the drive shaft.

NOTE: There may be additional shim washers
on the shaft assembly to alleviate excessive tol-
erances.

15). Set the upper drive shaft assembly into the upper
transmission housing. See figure 3.

FIGURE 3.

16). Make certain both bushings are seated correctly
in the upper housing and the bevel gears have
meshed properly with the input pinion.
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17). Make certain the upper drive shaft assembly is
within tolerance by placing two feeler gauges
between the flat washer and the bushing behind
each bevel gear. See figures 4 and 5.

NOTE: The tolerance will be between .006" and
.015" on both sides. If not, place a shim washer
between the flat washer and the bushing on the
side that is out of tolerance.

FIGURE 4.

FIGURE 5.

18). Place a dab of grease on the puck plate and
brake puck before installing it into the brake yoke
assembly.

19). Install the puck plate and brake puck into the
brake yoke assembly.

20). Secure the brake yoke assembly to the lower
transmission housing using a 3/8 socket.

NOTE: Torque both hex washer head self tap-
ping screws between 90 and 110 in.-lbs.

21). Set the upper drive shaft assembly into the lower
transmission housing.

22). Make certain both bushings are seated correctly
in the lower housing.

23). Inspect the oil seals and sleeve bearings on the
differential assembly.

24). Grease both axle shafts of the differential assem-
bly. 

25). Place the differential assembly into the lower
transmission housing. See figure 6.

NOTE: Make certain the oil seals and sleeve
bearings are seated properly in the lower hous-
ing.

FIGURE 6.

26). Fully grease the transmission. See figure 7.

FIGURE 7.

Sleeve BearingsSleeve Bearing

Oil
Seal
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27). Place the detent spring and ball into the lower
transmission housing.

28). Never seez the shift fork assembly and  install it
into the shift collar.

29). Place the upper transmission housing over the
lower housing and rotate the input shaft, making
certain the bevel gears mesh correctly with the
input pinion. See figure 8.

FIGURE 8.

30). Install and hand tighten all of the hex washer
head self tapping screws that secure the upper
and lower transmission housings together. 

NOTE: Make certain the two longest self tapping
screws are securing the brake area.

31). Torque all hex washer head self tapping screws
between 90 and 110 in.-lbs.

32). Install the transmission pulley, belleville washer,
and hex jam nut onto the input shaft.

33). Place a "C" clamp over the transmission pulley
and tighten it down on the flat area of the pulley.

34). Rotate the "C" clamp until it rests up against the
upper transmission housing.

35). Torque the hex jam nut on the input shaft
between 300-400 in.-lbs.

36). Secure the shift lever to the shift fork assembly
using the cotter pin removed in disassembly.

37). Test operations.

Input Pinion

Bevel Gears
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IMPORTANT: This section is used for electrical
training. Even though some of the subsections
are called out, this section is meant to be per-
formed inclusively. If you are working on a spe-
cific section, make certain all devices are in the
proper modes (switches, relays, and etc...)  

NOTE: A multimeter is a must for this section. If
any of the following tests do not match, repair
that portion of the system.

GENERAL CONTINUITY:
1). Turn the ignition key to the "OFF" position.

2). Place the multimeter in the OHM'S mode until
instructed to change modes. See figure 1.

Electrical (Start Circuit)

FIGURE 1.

3). Place one probe on the negative battery termi-
nal. Place the second probe on the frame bolt.
–There will be CONTINUITY. See figure 2.

FIGURE 2.

Negative
Terminal

Frame
Bolt

4). Place one probe on the positive battery terminal.
Place the second probe on the inlet post of the
solenoid.
–There will be CONTINUITY. See figure 3.

FIGURE 3.

Positive Terminal

Inlet Post
of Solenoid

5). Place one probe on the negative battery termi-
nal. Place the second probe on the engine block.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

6). Place one probe on the outlet post of the
solenoid. Place the second probe on the starter
post.
–There will be CONTINUITY. See figure 4.

FIGURE 4.

Outlet
Post

Starter Post

7). Place one probe on the negative battery termi-
nal. Place the second probe on the solenoid
base.
–There will be CONTINUITY.
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FIGURE 5.
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IGNITION SWITCH:
8). Locate the ignition switch and remove the wiring

harness connector. See figure 5.

9). Locate and identify all ignition switch terminals.
L–Alternator, S–Start, M–Magneto, G–Ground,
B–Battery.

10). Locate and identify all wires coming  into the
wiring harness connector at the  ignition switch.
Green–Ground, Red–Battery, Yellow–Magneto,
Red/White–Alternator, Orange/Black–Start.

11). Place one probe on any frame bolt. Place the
second probe on the ground (green) wire of the
ignition switch connector.
–There will be CONTINUITY. See figure 6.

FIGURE 6.

FUSE:
12). Locate and remove the fuse from the fuse con-

nector. See figure 7.

FIGURE 7.

Frame
Bolt

Group
(Green) Wire

Fuse

13). Place one probe on one male terminal of the
fuse. Place the second probe on the second
male terminal of the fuse.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

14). Place the fuse back into the fuse holder.

15). Place one probe on the inlet post of the solenoid.
Place the second probe on the battery (red) wire
of the ignition switch connector.
–There will be CONTINUITY. See figure 8.

FIGURE 8.

Inlet Post

Battery
(Red) Wire
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16). Place the multimeter in the D.C. VOLTS mode.

17). Place the red probe on the positive battery (red)
wire and the black probe on the ground (green)
wire of the ignition switch connector.
–There will be 12 VOLTS. See figure 9.

FIGURE 9.
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18). Place the multimeter in the OHM's mode.

19). Place one probe on the "B" terminal and the
second probe on the "S" terminal of the ignition
switch.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY. 

20). Turn the ignition key to the "START"  (spring
loaded) position.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

NOTE: Turn the ignition key back to  the "OFF"
position after completion.

21). DO NOT reconnect the wiring harness to  the
ignition switch.

BRAKE SWITCH:
22). Locate the brake switch. See figure 10.

23). Identify the NC (normally closed) terminals of the
brake switch.

24). Place one probe on one NC (yellow) terminal
and the second probe on the second NC (yellow)
terminal of the brake switch.
–There will be CONTINUITY. See figure 11.

25). Depress the plunger on the brake switch.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY. See figure 11.

FIGURE 10.

Brake Switch

FIGURE 11.

Pull Brake to
Depress Plunger

26). Release the plunger and place the probes  on
the NO (normally open– orange)  terminals.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY.

27). Depress the plunger on the brake switch.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

PTO SWITCH:
28). Locate the PTO switch.

29). Identify the NC (normally closed)  terminals of
the PTO switch. See figure 12.

FIGURE 12.

PTO
Switch
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30). Place one probe on one NC (yellow) terminal
and the second probe on the second NC (yellow)
terminal of the PTO switch.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

31). Depress the plunger on the PTO switch.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY.

32). Release the plunger and place the probes  on
the NO (normally open– orange)  terminals.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY.

33). Depress the plunger on the PTO switch.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

SOLENOID:
34). Locate and remove the orange– female  connec-

tor wire that is connected to the  male actuation
terminal of the solenoid.

35). Lock the parking brake down.

36). Make certain the deck engagement pedal  is fully
disengaged (UP) and depressing  the plunger on
the PTO switch all the  way.

37). Place one probe of the multimeter on the
orange/black wire of the wiring harness ignition
connector. Place the second probe on the female
connector of the orange wire that was discon-
nected from the male actuation terminal of the
solenoid.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

3 - 25

38). Place one probe on the base (steel  portion) and
the second probe on the male actuation terminal
of the solenoid.
–There will be approximately 5 OHM'S at room
temperature.

NOTE: The OHM's reading will rise or fall slightly
depending on the current temperature.

39). Reconnect the orange wire– female  connector
to the male actuation terminal  of the solenoid.

40). Reconnect the wiring harness ignition  connector
to the ignition switch.

41). Disconnect the thick red wire (solenoid to
starter) from the outlet post of the  solenoid using
a 7/16" wrench.

42). Place one probe on the inlet post and one probe
on the outlet post of the solenoid. 
–There will be NO CONTINUITY.

43). Turn the ignition key to the "START"  (spring
loaded) position.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

NOTE: Turn the ignition key to the  "OFF" posi-
tion after completion.

44). Reconnect the thick red wire (solenoid to  starter)
to the outlet post of the solenoid  using a 7/16"
wrench.

45). Make certain all connections are secure and test
the starting circuit.

IMPORTANT: This section is used for electrical
training. Even though some of the subsections
are called out, this section is meant to be
performed inclusively. If you are working on a
specific section, make certain all devices are in
the proper modes (switches, relays, and etc...) 

NOTE: A multimeter is a must for this section. If
any of the following tests do not match, repair
that portion of the system.

IGNITION SWITCH:
1). Turn the ignition key to the "OFF" position.

2). Locate the ignition switch and remove the wiring
harness connector. See figure 1.

Electrical (Off / Safety Circuit)

FIGURE 1.
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3). Locate and identify all ignition switch terminals.

L—Alternator, S–Start, M–Magneto, G–Ground,
B–Battery.

4). Locate and identify all wires coming into the
wiring harness connector at the ignition switch.

Green–Ground, Red–Battery, Yellow–Magneto,
Red/White–Alternator, Orange/Black–Start.

5). Place the multimeter in the OHM's mode until
instructed to change modes. See figure 2.

FIGURE 2.

6). Place one probe on any frame bolt. Place the
second probe on the ground (green) wire of the
ignition switch connector.
–There will be CONTINUITY. See figure 3.

FIGURE 3.

Frame
Bolt

Ground
(Green)

Wire

7). Place one probe on the "G" terminal and one
probe on the "M" terminal of the ignition switch.
–There will be CONTINUITY. 

MAGNETO:
8). Locate the magneto (yellow) wire coming off of

the engine.

9). Disconnect the magneto (yellow) wire from the
magneto harness wire at the connector.

10). Place one probe of the multimeter into the wiring
harness magneto (yellow) wire connector. Place
the second probe on the magneto (yellow) wire
of the ignition switch connector.
–There will be CONTINUITY. See figure 4.

FIGURE 4.

Magneto
(Yellow) Wire

Magneto
(Yellow)

Wire

11). Reconnect the magneto (yellow) wire to the mag-
neto harness wire.

12). DO NOT reconnect the wiring harness connector
to the ignition switch.

PTO SWITCH:
13). Locate the PTO switch and remove the wiring

harness connector. See figure 5.

FIGURE 5.

PTO
Switch
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14). Identify the NC (normally closed) terminals of the
PTO switch.

15). Place one probe on one NC terminal and the
second probe on the second NC terminal of the
PTO switch.
–There will be CONTINUITY. 

16). Depress the plunger on the PTO switch.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY.

17). Release the plunger and place the probes on the
NO (normally open) terminals.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY.

18). Depress the plunger on the PTO switch.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

19). Reconnect the wiring harness connector to the
PTO switch.

REVERSE SWITCH:
20). Locate the reverse switch and disconnect the

yellow/black wire and connector. See figure 6.

FIGURE 6.

Reverse Switch

21). Make certain the unit is off. Engage and lock
down the cutting deck engagement pedal.

22). Place one probe of the multimeter into the
yellow/black wire connector off of the reverse
switch. Place the second probe on the magneto
(yellow) wire of the ignition switch connector.
–There will be CONTINUITY. See figure 7.

RELAY CONNECTOR–(PTO switch):
23). Locate the relay connector with the yellow/black

wire running into it. See figure 8.

FIGURE 7.

FIGURE 8.

24). Place one probe on the yellow/black wire going
into the relay connector. Place the second probe
on the magneto (yellow) wire of the ignition
switch connector.
–There will be CONTINUITY. 

BRAKE SWITCH:
25). Locate the brake switch and remove the wiring

harness connector. See figure 9.

Magneto
(Yellow)

Wire

Reverse
Switch

Relay
Connectors
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FIGURE 9.

26). Identify the NC (normally closed) terminals of the
brake switch. 

27). Place one probe on one NC terminal. Place the
second probe on the second NC terminal of the
brake switch.
–There will be CONTINUITY. 

28). Depress the plunger on the brake switch.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY. See figure 10.

Brake
Switch

FIGURE 10.

Pull Brake to
Depress Plunger

29). Release the plunger and place the probes on the
NO (normally open) terminals.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY.

30). Depress the plunger on the brake switch.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

31). Reconnect the wiring harness connector on the
he brake switch.

32). Make certain the brake pedal is fully released
(up).

RELAY CONNECTOR– (brake switch):
33). Locate the relay connector with the yellow/white

wire running into it. See figure 11.

34). Place one probe on the yellow/white wire going
into the relay connector. Place the second probe
on the magneto (yellow) wire of the ignition
switch connector.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

35). Place one probe on any frame bolt. Touch the
second probe to the ground (green) wires com-
ing into both relays (all four positions).
–There will be CONTINUITY. See figure 12.

FIGURE 11.

FIGURE 12.

Relay
Connectors

Ground
(Green) Wire

Frame
Bolt
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FIGURE 13.

36). Turn the ignition key to the "ON" position. 

37). Place one probe on the "B" terminal and one
probe on the "L" terminal of the ignition switch.
–There will be CONTINUITY. 

SEAT SWITCH:
38). Locate the seat switch and remove both female

harness connectors. See figure 13.

39). Place one probe on one male terminal and the
second probe on the second male terminal of the
seat switch.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

40). Push the seat cushion in and activate the seat
switch.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY.

41). Reconnect both female harness connectors to
the seat switch.

42). Locate the red wires coming into both relay con-
nectors.

43). Place one probe on the alternator (red/white)
wire of the ignition switch connector. Touch the
second probe on the red wires coming into both
relay connectors.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

ALTERNATOR:
44). Locate and disconnect the alternator (red) wire

from the harness (red/white) wire connector at
the engine.

45). Place one probe in the round (red/white) alterna-
tor connector on the harness. Place the second
probe on the alternator (red/white) wire of the
ignition switch connector.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

46). Reconnect the alternator (red) wire to the har-
ness (red/white) wire connector at the engine.

47). Reconnect the ignition switch wiring harness
connector to the ignition switch.

Female
Connectors

RELAYS:
48). Remove both relays from the wiring harness

relay connectors.

49). Locate and identify all terminals on the relays
using the wiring diagram on the side of the
relays.

50). Place one probe on terminal 3. Place the second
probe on terminal 4.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

51). Place one probe on terminal 3. Place the second
probe on terminal 5.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY.

52). Place on e probe on terminal 1. Place the
second probe on terminal 2.
–There will be app. 82 OHM's at  room tempera-
ture.

NOTE: The OHM's reading will rise or fall
depending on the temperature of the relay.

53). Place a red jumper wire on the positive terminal
of a battery. Place a black jumper wire on the
negative terminal of a battery.

54). Attach the red jumper wire to terminal 2 of the
relay. Attach the black jumper wire to terminal 1
of the relay.
–There will be one CLICK.

55). Leave the relay attached to the battery. Place
one probe on terminal 3. Place the second probe
on terminal 4.
–There will be NO CONTINUITY.

56). Leave the relay attached to the battery. Place
one probe on terminal 3. Place the second probe
on terminal 5.
–There will be CONTINUITY.

57). Disconnect the relay from the battery. Repeat
steps 50 through 56 for the second relay.

58). Place the multimeter into the D.C. VOLTS mode.

59). Locate and identify the red and green wires that
come into the relay connectors at relay terminal
positions 1 and 2.

60). Make certain the ignition key is "ON"

61). Place the red probe on the red wire and the
black probe on the green wire of the relay con-
nector.
–There will be 12 VOLTS.

NOTE: Repeat this step for the second relay
connector.

62). Turn the ignition key to the "OFF" position.

63). Reconnect the relays to the wiring harness relay
connectors.

64). Make certain all wiring harness connections are
secure and test the OFF/SAFETY CIRCUIT.
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Electrical Drawing
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